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ROBERT P. CASEY, JR.
PENNSYLVANIA

COMMITTEES:

AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION,
AND FORESTRY

FOREIGN RELATIONS

HEALTH, EDUCATION,
LABOR, AND PENSIONS

SPECIAL COMMI'TEE ON AGING

JOINT ECONOMIC

WAnitNd tatON D Cn251
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

Octobei•4, 2010

Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop O-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Jaczko,

At the request of my constituent group, the Alliance for a Clean Environment, I am forwarding
the enclosed correspondence. I ask that their concerns be given fair and adequate consideration.

Thank you for your help in this matter. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact
Maureen O'Dea at my Washington staff, at (202) 224-6324.

Sincerely,

Robert P. Casey, Jr.
United States Senator
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TO: ::Senator asey

From.: The.AIliance ForA: Clean Environment,(ACE)
Dr.. Lewis .Cuthbdrt,:President

.1189' Fovieiw Road Pottstown1 :PA 194655

Date6-: July 8, .201

Attackhe isa letter e ACE reently sent to NRC about what we believe couidbe a radioactive

ound..water disaster in the making, as identified in a shockin. report released this year, tit.ed
"Leak First, ix Lter'. For details r .. .be.... o icleaL:o[m,

o 102 of 10. of our nation's nuclear reatbrs..leakd.. rdiation into groundwater from aagingl ,and

"deteriorating pipes under these nuclear reactors.
.. 2 to 20 miles of pipeline under each nuclear plant transport highly radioactive water, Buried

.pipes under these aging reactors largely go uninspete Id and unmaintalned.
NRC, the agency responsible for regulations arnd enforicemeft, bperate-s like MMS, allowing the

industry to' avoid full disclosure and costs of immediate corrective actions, which in this case isý

seriously jeopardizing public water. Both NRC rand the nuclear industry deceptively minimize

and trivialize seriou~s threats to water, allowing th~em to get worse and impossible to clean up. For

example, NRC has called the following "minor contamnination":

1-. NRC relicensed a nuclear plant that leaked 'radiation~which reached a major New Jersey.

aquifer, becoming a major threat to South.Jersey:'s drin~king water.
2. In llloits, Exeton's nuclear plants leaked radiatibri since at ies 1996 with still no clean-;

up. Exelon supplied bottled watefor ,O~pol Ver4 ers, butthraiciv
contamination remains in the 'ground, without any require~ment for underground pipes to
be replaced.

3. Levels Up to 2.7 million picocuries per liter were found from Vermont Yankee nuclear
plant. That Is hardly minor.

N.!RC's policies have failed miserably. Public drinking water is being jeopardized while NRC is giving the

nluclear industry- 3 more years to do nothing. In that time, more nuclear plants like Limerick will be re-

licensed by NRC without requiring replacement of • I• and deteriorating pipes.

A W-hi~l bwsrviedAE with .a document from Limerick's -file~s which suggests that Limrk

already, leaked.~ ACE asked NRC for answers and precautionary mneasures related to relicensing of
Limefick, which will begin in 2011.

)o We .urge you to review our attached letter identifying why precaution is
imperative. regarding Limerick Nuclear, Plant, BEFORE the process. for
ref.Ce...ng begins and help us to get answers and solutions.

SACE 'also urges you to seek a f 'ull' inve~sig'ationv in~to this impending:
.gyroundwater. disaster. Water is getting scarce. We can't afford to allow1
the nucleir inidustry to radiate the water supplies around their facilities.

Please linform us of any action you take on this matter. We will: berI reporting

your ac~tion or, liaction on our local cable TV show, which goes olut. to. 85,000

homes.1in our .re-gion and to other news outlets In the, Philadel1phiar9I ,egon.
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* 'AiliancO for ý.A Clean Environmenlt
1 189, Foxview Road ,Pottstown, PA 19465

June 23, 20109

Paul Krohn, tCBranch ýC~hief
NRC, Region 1.
475 Aliendale-Road
King of Prussis,, eA 19406-141.5

Rg.PtnilFo nUflin aiatv Groundwateir Disaster FromA

Leaking ,Nuclear Plants And NRC'. Capitulationl'To The Nuclear IndustryDear'••;;•k::;s Mr •;. Kr :ohfl, A A~•,,:• .... ...

At NRC's 5/25/10 meeting in Limerick, we asked questionis Arelated to what we believe "could be a

potential unfolding radioactive groundwater diisaster, felated to Pipes under U.S. nu~clear plantsZ

ýwhich are leaking radiation Into gro undwater. Responses at that meeting and our subsequent review.

Nf NRGs fact sheet on "Buried Pipes at Nuclear Reactors" are concrnCrfing.~ W~e have even more,
concerns about what could be going on at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, now and in the future.

U.S.. nuclear rac Itore are d0o-flmented to' be leaking' radiation into'gro'undwater from agin and'

deteriorating underground pipes.. NRC attempted to downplay and trivialize this serious threat, ton

groundwater, both at the meeting and in NRC's fact sheet Our conclusion is that the public's in t erests.,

are not being properly weighed in NRC's current policies, attitude and actions reglarding leaking, U.. ..

nu c 'lear reactors. A.A"A. .. . ..A. "

NRC'S• "Leak First and Fix Later" Policy is an•culiceptabl• Threat to Groundwater and Public

Drinking W ater. .Evidence shows .NRN CS policy failed to prevent radioactive groundwater......... ... .ton.,

from leaking pipes under 102 of 104 US. nuclear reactors. NRC's policies are NOT protective and NOT

acceptable.' Radi 'oactive contaminated groundwater and soil realistically can't be completely cleaned' u;
Prevention is imperative. NRC policies must change Immediately, NRIC should not relicense..anot-er

nuclear, plant without requiring replacement of pipes under every 40-year old nuclear reactor.

Major cause for concernf with NRC policies:
A. B uried pipe systems carryi'ng radioactive water under U.S. nuclear reactors remain inaccesasible,.

and therefore, largely uriinspected and unmairitained.
2. 'Radioactive leaks into groundwater are inevitable' and canr go' undetected and uncontairied for

Ilong period4s of time. Once radio actveg grou ndwater spreads, it's too late.
.31 Once radioactive contaminated groundwater reaches private or public water systems, already*

provnnIliisNeJesyVeonad others, it is difficult, costly, and likely even
simpsible, to completely clean up contamination or filter all radionuclides out 'of drinking water,

It seemrs clear~that for decades NRC ignored its oversight and enforcemenwt responsibility. at,

our nationi- s incre• s•ngly leaky nuclear 'powerlants. i'" - .

4. NRC it ceding its responsibility to volunta-y Industry initiatives that will add YparsA'on to a decades,
old environmental and public health risk problem, clearly not in the best public iterests.

'Despite NRC efforts initiated in 1979 to prevent uncontrolledI radioactive releases to grou.nd .wa Iter,
NRC iF, capitulating to an inutydeiint take almost three more years before annoucing or!

action plan',
5. NRC has tufrned ovter its regulato~ryauthority to a~n industry tht o plans to, stall corrective

A' actio~ns for years to come, for a decades old radioactive contamination poblem.~'
a. 3-year nuclear industry stall tactics will allow radioactive contamination to spread further.
b. 3-year industry stall tactics will allow more leaking nukes to be re-licensed.

Fexampie. NRC recently' re-licensed Oyster Greek for another 20 years. Sev~en days later, Exeloni
disclosed radioactive water leaking from buried pipes.,'

A 1t' ,~This ab~solutely discredit5 NRC's oversight anld re-licensing 'process. Either NRC -knew and~~
covered it up, or NRC didnl't knlow 5and should have.

SHow ocan we noqw truet NRC'si re-lioenbinq process for Uimerick?A

I.
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6. NRC should be mandating compliance with established requirements- for the control and

monitoring of buried pipe systems carrying radioactive effluent.

IJtkIsdifficult oto understand why NRC assists the, nuclear industry in deceiving the public ab~outf the

reallity of the radioactive threats to groundwater from leaking pipes under nuclear, plants. We are,

very, concerned that this is developing into a hiddIen radioactive groundwater, disaster, 'while both NRCl

and the nuclear industry avoid full and truthful disclosure of leaks and radioactive groundwater.

contamnination, fail to, immediately stop leaking, and downplay and trivialize the health risks. itJis

s5hameful that NRC arid the nuclear inldustry do~wnplay and trivialize, the health risks of prolonged

exposure to radiation, aknown carcinogen', whichalso causes genetic mutations and birth.fects.

NRC's fact sheet gves uis even less confidence in NRC's oversight of leaking pipes undeo' U.S

nuclear plants.

1- NRC diminisheS its credibility in the I1st sentence of the fact sheet, stating, "several" reactors are

contamninating Igroundwater, when evidence suggests 102 of our nation's reactors have leaked.

a.102 is far more than several. 102 of our nation's 104 reactor units are documented to have::

had radioactive leaks from underground pipes into groundwater from 1963 through Februaryý

2009.
b. 15 radioactive leaks from buried pipe systems at 13 different reactor sites were reported just.

from March 2009 throughl April 2010, That's also more than several.

2. In the first sentence NRC's fact sheet also makes the -unsubstantiated and even false claim that

leaks of radioactive material into groundwater are "minor".
a.- Evidence shoWs leaks at some reactors.are definitely NOT minor. It's callous disregard for

public health for NRC;to down-play, and trivialize the health risks of prolonged exposure to. the

leakin... radiationf, a known .carcinogen which . s..hown to.cause cancer, genetic m.utations,

and birth defects.
b. "Minor" is a deceptive term that should not be used when it ccime5 to radioactive,

Contamination of drinking water, especially when radionuclides are difficult and costly,if not

impossible, to filter out.
W. What NRC considers "Minor" could be rnajorýto the unbornýinfafnts, and those who already

have cancer and other serious health problems. Additive anrdcumuiative harmfulirmpacts.4 are

completely ignored in N.C's claim of "min.or"..

Furthermore, owners of the reactors with a vested interest in the outcome control all the

monitoring, testing, and reporting, NRC•has, no ndependent data to make any definitive claim

about levels, Some owners have al ady shown, theyshould n't be tru~sted, Exel Ion and- t he :

Vermont Yankee owner demonstrated theydistortthe truth as long as they can, while radioacive

.groundwater contamination threats continue and ge't worse.

.a. Levels up to 2.7 million picocuries per liter reported at Vermont Yankee should not be called
"minor" by anyone, much le~ss NRC.

b.ý Exelon bought bottled water for 600 peopleifor 4 years in Illinois. Does NRC expect the

Public to believe thantwas for "minor" Contamination?,

3.NRC also attempts to minimize radioactive groundwater threats from leaking nuclear plant pipes

by misleading the public intlo believing the pipes are. leaking only one, kind of radiation, tritium.
a. Radioactive groundwater contamination at our, nation's 10p2 n~uclear plants ;is not onlya I bout

tritium.ý Reactors create 100 to 200 radioactive ,chemicals. Howl are we to believ~e o 6.nl one
is leaking into ground water?ý11Y

b. For example, radionuclides such as: s trontium. ceium6 .or, iodine, and plutonium are !ki lot
be transported in undergrund pipes at nuclear plants and leaking into groundwater.

c. All can 'cause cancer. NRCShould require indepenldent testing for all radionuclides that:ar
asocatdWith each nuclear reactor, 

:r

2
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4. NRC's fact sheet alsodeceptivla atIt6mpts to t Iralize health impacts fro..tritum .. NR.s
:misleading fact Sheet claim. ' "tritium is a mildly radioactive is4 otope"

a. Scientific studies show that exposure to tritium is linked with higher cancer rates in humans.

b. Tritium.<should be securely stored for hundreds ofyeas or it can enter the human body 11by

breathing, eating, and drinking (mostly from drinking water).

c.Tritlum has been showrn to be present in groundwater arounid nuclear plants at levels far.

d. above that lega lype.rmitted. g : . . . en (the most- sens-iti t the

many believe permitted levels fai far short of protecting ...... en (the mot sensit.ve to theh

har cusd y djtjo~eCpS~e) epecially 1whenl considering the additive, cumulative,

and synergistic impacts With all the other radion- Iuid .that could be released with the

atnulaplns

.t : .A.dplorab. that NI"C and the industry deceive the public about all the unaddre ' ssed

rit.aIonuclideo in the groundwater from leaking pipes under U.S. nuclear reactors and about the

potential harmful health impacts -from long-term' exposure through ingestion of radioactive

conitaminated groundwater,

siimpllie tView of a self-serving monoitorinlg program by an Industry that can't be t1rusted, is

obviously useless. NRC's fact sheet misleadingly states, •NPC reviews affected plarts' groundwater

monitoring prorams to con firm the leaks do not affect public health and safety andf the environment.7'

Examples below document serious radooacive thrats to grundwate.r and public water as.a resul.t.

of ih-dstry d.ception and. NRC •fliaed policies .and inadequate protection. NRC's review .ol

nuclear industry monitoring programs have obviously been g rossly ineffective and have failed to

protect public health, safety,, and the environme•t-

1. Braidwood, Illinois - 22.recurilng uncontrolled radioactive spills from the same buried pipe went

11undisclosed from 1996 to 2005. 600 people have bieen supplied bottled water by Exelon, o.wn Ier

o. f Breldwood, for more than four years. NRC obtiously failed to protect public health•safSety, sand:

the environment. Bottled water did niot eliminate threats.

VFor Many years of contamination there was no bottled water.

41People still shiower, cook, brush their teeth, etc. with radioactive contaminated Water. There:

was no clean up of radioactive contamination in the ground. 444

2.Vermont Yankee - Jlanuary 2010. readings identified radioactive groundwater contamyination from4

*700 picocuries per liter to 2,7frmillion picocuries per liter. That is not minor. Industry officials

falsely reported th~at there were no buried pipes~cerrying, radioactive water under4 the reapctor. Ye~t,,*

it appears NRC is stillfconside'rinlg a 20-year license extension.
Hl-ow is- that protecting the environment, or public health and Safety?

3; Oyster Creek, New Jersey - NRC recently re-licensec this oldest nuclear plant in the U.S., Sevenj)

days later Exelon disclosed radioactive water leaking from buried pipes,
.Either NRC was duped by Exelon or NRC was complicit. Either is unacceptable,.,

this seriously damges NRC's credibility In its reviews for re-licensing.

too rre i p•nisyblee Po 0nlicies Most Change, Starting At Limerick NuclearPlant .

Exelon is asking NRC for license extension. Exelon hasshw Sh~lin Illinois and New Jdrsey,*that it

can't be trusted to rovidle full and accurate timely' disclosure of radioactive leaks undeir Iits :

nuclear plants, We don'tfwant the same thing to. hap'pen at Limerick that NRC allowdt happen
at Oyster Cre~ek.'

Prevention and Precaution Are ImperatilVell
4Prior to even consideri ng a 20-year Lime rick Iice nse extension, we callI o n N RC to req uire Exelon

to re~plac~e all Limerick's aging pipes carrying radioactive water, Preferably placed above ground.

to more i'mmediately see corroson and deterioration in the future.

3
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Why!Vvefti1~and~C~ ionl Are IpuratItrOAt Uinterick PuI@ f Pa .t

1.Limerick Nuclear Plant is locatedin. a fractiu.red bedrock aquifer. Therefore, groundwater
contamination can spread in any direction.

a .In a fractured bedrock aquifer, such as.that at Limerick, to accurately and fully determine

:the extent of off-site groundwater contamin.tion there would have to be STACKED

monitoring wells about a .oot apart, around the entire perimeter of the site.

b.To protect the public's water, NRC, must prevent Limerick from contaminlatinlg
groundwater in the first place.
I1) On Limerick's 600 acre site, radioactive groundwater contamination could go.

• completely undetected forever without stacked monitoring wells, every foot around

2)the,-perimeter (which could be cost prohibitive).
2)Exelon, an untrustwovr Ithy com1pany1wfh a vested -initerest in the outcome, controls the

entire protocol for monitoring, testinghnd reporting Exelon could purposefully place

moiiitoring wells where they~ know no contamination wou~lld be detected.

.2. Oncde the region's groundwater is contaminated with radiation, it is too late to protecI tpublic
ý;he Ithj,.wlldlife, or the environment.

a. it' isdifficult, if not impossible, to filter Out all the different reidionuclides ý;assocýiated with,.-
Limeriks potrp odtln~ if the radioactive grounldwater reaches:

a)s... numbers of residential wells surrounding Lim .erick Nuclear Plant, or
2);: Nearby public water wells, one approximately onl Iy 2 miles away.

b. Wildlife yiear Limnerick was already identified with huge tumors.
csuOnrerounmdina s t•t. it, .adiation, even if it was possible to clean up the, groundwater . r..

suryt~nirt &OiIt would also be cost prohibitive.

. We can't trust Exelon to provide% full. accurate and timely disclosure of leaking pipes and
radioactive contaminated groundwater, or to take imimediate action when problems are found.I

Ev~en when radioactive groundwater contamination carn no longer be denied, Excelon has shown:
opposition to spending the money torreplaoe pipes immediately.

a With miles of pipelin der•L•merick•• Niclear Power Plant, there is no realistic way for
~~ ~~ NRC id actually See~ corrosion of old pie wtvsual inspection,

7:k~ ~~~C N4ad~n' culi'rv the Public wthindependent monitoring, testing, or

reporing.. Reviews,0of Exelon's re ports hav Proven, to be un Ireliable verification.

4. Oyster Crtek Nuclear Pladnt irNew Jers~ey shows What happens when NRC fails to require
precaution and prevention, or even immediate Ufull disclosure. How 'ould NRC possibly ha ve
determined just last year (2009) that Oyster Creek could operate safety for another 20 years and
givte it a license extension, when 7 days later this severe contamuination threat was disclosed?
How did NRC let this happen? This must be avoided at Limerick,.

a. Radioactive water at concentrtions 50 times higher than those allowed by law has
,reached a, major New Jersey aquifer, southern New Jersey's main source of ddnrkinfg

* water. Oyster Creek Nuclear Plant is a major threat toSouth Jersey's drinking water.
b.First reported April 9,~ 2009, the radioactive groundwate'r contamnin Iation is gradually

moving t'oward wellsn th~e area alt 11to 134 feet a day. adtiie.Laigcudhv

,3[3••:..: , : c!.• Corrosi• ! ion3• :•. l ef t the as:a reatr' cu ia ae~ty ine r rust::1~ed an ti nned. Le. I

beenongo long time unreported This could be happeningatmany 5ite
Without being detected by NRC or reported by Exelon,

d. NJpEP is taking aggressive action to safeguard water and hold Exelon accoun.table for
this leaky 40 year old plant, while NRC does not ap-pear to .even be suspending or
withdrawing the license renewal.

e8. As Stated earier, N.RC w.as either fooleda'or complicit. Eithier is shameful and
unforgiveable. The wait arin• see approach in response to another 'trust us, frogm6 Exelon
r.ultEd in exactly what some feared, contamination Of One of the mostnsigaoifntal
aquifers in the region.

4.
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Hwcanthe public have any confidonco In NRC~s itgty and codmpet ence we RSfc

sheet illogicaIlly claimS* - 'sGr'oundwsrtr Mon itoring Pgro m Contill ek o o~fctPbi
a. N..th, Safety, and the Environm...t..when. that claim is unsubstantiated and detached froM

reality? Facts about actual threats listed in this lettersuggest NRC's montornng program • s a dismal

failure at protecting public health, safety, and the environment. it is unacceptable for NRC to make

unsubstantiated claims proven illogical and even false by reality, especially when relying only on industry'

ge~nerated reports and clairns,

I. 4n. reality, NRC can't access underground pipes to actually inspect them. NR9 has'l~tte or no.

actual proof albout whether all two to 20 miles of underground pipeline at each of our nation's
nuclear reactcrs:are already leaking or breaking down to such a degree that they will su.rely leak

in the future.
a. In reality, gJroundwater and~publlc drinking water in entire regions surroun'ding 'our

nation's 104 reactors are at risk from radioactive contamination due to old pipes breaking:
down from corrosion and leaking.

b. The nuc~lear industry has failed to safely maintain or replace 25 toO 4 year old
underground pipes, that .ill eventually leak radiation into groundwater.

NRC has failed to req~uire0 the nuclear industry to replace 25 to 40 year old pipes, even, before

relicensing the reactorsto run for another 20 years. , Wh~en documented leaks can no longlr be

denied by the industiy, instead of requiring immediate replacement of leaking pipes, NRC allo9ws. stall

tacti tob. e used bythe industr'.,

;NRC allows the industry to decetve the agency, cut comners, make up their own regulationS, nd

stall, :tiMe after time In fact, it appears to us that NRC's fact sheet is little more than a cover-up and
excuse for the nuclear industry to continue to make up its own reality, regulations and safety
requirements regarding buried, leaking pipes under nuclear plants. Only after 20 years 'has NRC even.
begun to openly discuss the growing catastrophe.

ltS long past time for NRC, to actually protect the public Interests instead of the profits of the
n•.clear industry. Once water Is- contaminated with radiation, it's too late. 102 of 1I04 of our

riation's nuclear reactors are documented to have already leaked radiation~ into groundwater from buried
pipe systems carrying radioactive water. These pipes largely remain inaccessible. In reality,1 theygo:
uninspecited and unmaintained.

, 'As a condition to.even apply, for relicensing, NRC should be requiring replaceme of: all

underground pipea carrying radioactive water.

Wherever possible, new plpes should be placed above ground or~ near the surface where
,they can be more easily inspected by NRC.

ACE is Rtequesting NRC To Provide Specific and'D'etalledl Reýsp'onses AboUt Leiaiks in
Pipes at Limri~rck Nuclear Power Plant, including past and present infor matio In..

5/25110 we asked if Limerick Nuclear Plant was one of the 102 nuclear reactors that leaked. Oddly, NRC
couldn't seem to answer that question. An Exelon PR person first denied Limerick leake~d, but laterI
claimred she wasn't saying Limerick never leaked,

We ask NRC to provide ACE with fuland accurate disclosu~re on Limnerick Nuclear Plant's
underground pipes and radioactive leaks.

I. Did Limerick Nucleor Power Plant ever have leaking underground pipe's?

if the answer is yes,
A. When ;did N.RC. first leahrnof the leak?

b.Ho lngcoldth ,lea hav We'n on• undetected?..

5.
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c, How long did it take Exemlon toý fix the leak after NRC was' informed?
d. How cd Exelon fix the leak?
e, How did Exelon clean up contaminatio.n6?

2;:. How.many miles of pipeline c.rry r.dioactivW wate. at Limerick ulear Powerlo nt

Please Provide inclependeiittverifcation of all radlqaCtive pipeline t LUmerick.

es' i elITCrying rdiactive water are buried undeground?3ý How;manymi•.T Lmr1'pp1iea._ _" ..... ..

4. Please explain how NRCaccessei the miles of pipeline under. LimerickforinsPetion.

5. lease explain in detail how NRC ca gu ntee; te,,public htaltemlso ielk
p.ipejines-are properlymaintained.;

.6. Please providelACE With proof of NRipections.0nd the protcol for thoe Inspcins
include a•tesda~-: andcoýrrespondence.

ACE requests detailed responises, t abll our questions abouit.LimeLricizk NuclearPower Plantý Please do:
not refer us to the *website: forvanswers' interested citizens living around Limerick.Nuclear Plantdeserve

full and truthful disclosurelfrom:NRC.

ACE urges NRC to sconsider the potentially !sastouf ralitie frm n'nuclea.r reactors'leaking radiation
into gro und water acrossou•rý tio C .••. leary,-this requir". utlon and the requirement of .25' to 40

n• r. -ýe ry p q bt.6 , "h

year old pipes to be replaced] BFORE even one more reaictor is elicensed,

We request that.this letter be. posted-on NRC'swebsite• n its entirety.

ThanK you,;

ACEýPresident

CC:- Senator Casey
SenatorSpecter
Congressma"n estek:
Congressman. Gerlach
Congjressmani Dent
Govedm0rA•'ndell
PA Senator Rafferty.
PA SenatOr:pDinnlimarn
Represe;tative: Q uIg ey
Representative'. Hennessey
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